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Abstract—Cloud computing provides Various virtual services over the Internet. These include tools and 

applications like data storage, servers, databases, networking, and software. Instead of keeping files on a local 

storage device, cloud storage makes it possible to save them to a remote database . An electronic device has 

access to the web, it has access to the data and the software programs to run it . Cloud computing is a popular 

features for people and businesses for many reasons like cost savings, increased productivity, speed and 

efficiency, performance, and security. It is one of the on demand feature . But There we have many challenges in 

Cloud Computing .The major drawbacks are First We need an Internet Connection .We need to pay for the Extra 

Storage Space .Let's make Sense that, Only very few online services are fully free . There is no Security and 

Privacy on the Cloud data. Here we are going to see about cloud data privacy and security .In cloud computing , 

Data privacy includes collecting, storing, transferring and without the privacy of personal data sharing it over the 

internet. It makes some risk on the data. The collection of security measures designed to protect cloud-based 

infrastructure, applications, and data is known as Cloud Security .It reduces the security of data .This paper is 

going to explore how the data should be secured over the cloud.  
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I.INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is one of the on demand platforms with interest from all fields. The large amounts of data being 

processed and stored over servers, So The job opportunities are huge in the cloud . The cloud precedent revolves 

around convenience and easy provision of a large group of shared computing resources . The Quick development 

of the cloud has led to more flexible, reduction in cost, and scalable on cloud products but also it is affected with 

lots of privacy and security problems. Since it is a new concept and nowadays it is evolving more and more, there 

are undiscovered security problems that creep up and need to be protected as soon as they are discovered .Here we 

going to discuss about the issues on privacy and security of data on cloud and solution for it  

 

II.PRIVACY AND SECURITY CHALLENGES IN CLOUD COMPUTING  

 

Improving the Privacy and Security on Cloud data  

 

The major problems occurring in cloud services is that the location of data servers adjudicate which data 

protection law applies to delicate data. It may also mean that the data servers are compliant with data protection 

laws within the country they are located in, but that these laws may not be considered adequate by the countries 

the data originates from. Depending on the legislation, companies may need additional consent from data subjects 

to allow their data to be stored outside the country it was collected.Privacy commitments are also taken by the 

Companies for their customers and employees when they accumulate their personal data and they must make sure 

that the cloud service provider can also deliver them. If a cloud provider works in multiple controls, data subjects 
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may also find it difficult to exercise their rights under new data protection regulations such as the right to be 

forgotten or to data portability.  

 

The privacy of information on the ‗Net‘ poses a problem for legislators around the world. Any legislative process 

is fraught with problems. First, there's the cross-border flow of data. Some countries are successful in regulating 

the privacy issues of data stored on domestic servers, but they generally avoid regulating cross-border data flows. 

The most popular data storage servers are in the US, but the people using them are all from different countries. 

worldwide, just like their data. It is not yet clear which country's laws regulate the privacy of data as it travels 

from the sender to the server.  

➢ Data Confidentiality Issues.  

➢ Data Loss Issues.  

➢ Geographical Data Storage Issues.  

➢ Multi-Tenancy Security Issues.  

➢ Lucidity Issues.  

➢ Hypervisor Related Issues.  

➢ Managerial Issues  

 

 

A. Data Confidentiality Issues.  

 

User‘s data Confidentiality is an important issue to be considered when personalize and outsourcing 

extremely sensitive data to the cloud service provider. Personal data should be made unreachable to users who do 

not have proper authorization to access it and one way of making sure that confidentiality is by the usage of severe 

access control policies and regulations. The lack of trust between the users and cloud service providers or the 

cloud database service provider regarding the data is a major security concern and holds back a lot of people from 

using cloud services.  

 

B. Data Loss Issues.  

 

Loss of Data is one of the main security challenges that faced by the cloud providers. If a cloud vendor 

has describe data loss or data theft of critical or sensitive material data in the past, more than sixty percent of the 

users would decline to use the cloud services provided by the vendor. Outages of the cloud services are very 

frequently visible even from firms such as Dropbox, Microsoft, Amazon, etc., which in turn results in an absence 

of trust in these services during a critical time. Also, it is quite easy for an attacker to gain access to multiple 

storage units even if a single one is compromised.  

 

C. Geographical Data Storage Issues:  

 

Since the cloud infrastructure is distributed across different geographical locations spread throughout the 

world, it is often possible that the user‘s data is stored in a location that is out of the legal jurisdiction which leads 

to the user‘s concerns about the legal accessibility of local law enforcement and regulations on data that is stored 

out of their region. Moreover, the user fears that local laws can be violated due to the dynamic nature of the cloud 

makes it very difficult to delegate a specific server that is to be used for trans-border data transmission.  

 

D. Multi-Tenancy Security Issues:  

 

Multi-lease is a precedent that follows the concept of sharing computational resources, data storage, 

applications, and services among different tenants. This is hosted by the same logical or physical platform at the 

cloud service provider‘s premises. According to this approach, the provider can maximize profits but the 

customer put into a risk. Attackers can take advantage of the multi-residence opportunities and can provide 

various attacks against their co-tenants which can result in various privacy challenges.  

 

E. Lucidity Issues.  
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In cloud computing safety, transparency approach the willingness of a cloud carrier issuer to show 

unique info and traits on its safety preparedness. Some of those info compromise guidelines and rules on safety, 

privacy, and carrier level. In addition to the willingness and disposition, whilst calculating transparency, it's miles 

essential to be aware how available the safety readiness information and facts absolutely are. It will now no 

longer depend the quantity to which the safety records approximately an organisation are to hand if they're now 

no longer supplied in an prepared and without difficulty comprehensible manner for cloud carrier customers and 

auditors, the transparency of the organisation can then additionally be rated surprisingly small.  

F. Hypervisor Related Issues.  

 

Virtualization method the logical abstraction of computing sources from bodily regulations and 

constraints. But this poses new demanding situations for elements like person authentication, accounting, and 

authorization. The hypervisor manages a couple of Virtual Machines and consequently turns into the goal of 

adversaries. Different from the bodily gadgets which might be impartial of 1 another, Virtual Machines withinside 

the cloud normally live in a unmarried bodily tool this is controlled via way of means of the identical hypervisor. 

The compromise of the hypervisor will therefore placed diverse digital machines at risk. Moreover, the novelty of 

the hypervisor technology, which incorporates isolation, protection hardening, get entry to control, etc. offers 

adversaries with new approaches to make the most the system.  

 

G. Managerial Issues  

 

There aren't handiest technical components of cloud privateness demanding situations however 

additionally non-technical and managerial ones. Eve on enforcing a technical approach to a trouble or a product 

and now no longer dealing with it nicely is finally sure to introduce vulnerabilities. Some examples are loss of 

control, protection and privateness control for virtualization, growing complete carrier stage agreements, going via 

cloud carrier companies and consumer negotiations, etc.  

 

III.IDEAS FOR SECURED DATA IN CLOUD  

 

Another issue is determining who, and under what circumstances, can get legitimate permission to access data 

stored in the cloud. Users believe that their information is confidential and protected from everyone simply 

because it belongs to them and is their property. But they often forget that the space where they store them (the 

Internet in particular) is not really theirs and operates by its own rules. Therefore, you may still have to give up 

your data if it is requested by the government one day. But even if the law applies to your situation and is on your 

side, you still don't want to waste your time and effort later on how right the court proves you, do you? So with all 

this legal uncertainty, you simply have no choice but to control and be responsible for your own data.  

 

A. Avoid containing delicate data in the cloud.  

 

Many tips throughout the ‗Net sound like this: ―Don‘t preserve your facts at the cloud.‖ Fair enough, 

however it‘s similar to in case you asked, ―How now no longer to get my residence burned down?‖ and the 

solution could be, ―Do now no longer have a residence.‖ The good judgment is solid, however a higher manner to 

translate such recommendation is, ―keep away from storing touchy facts at the cloud.‖ So when you have a 

preference you need to choose retaining your important facts farfar from digital global or use suitable solutions.  

B. User concurrency in cloud service storage .  

 

If you aren't certain what cloud storage to select or when you have any questions as for a way that or any 

other cloud provider works you could study the consumer settlement of the provider you're making plans to join 

up for. There isn't any doubt it‘s tough and dull however you actually need to stand the ones textual content 

volumes. The record which historically suffers from inadequate interest can also additionally include crucial data 

you're looking for.  

 

C. Proper Password  
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You must have heard this warning hundreds of times, but most people don't follow through. Did you 

know that 90% of passwords can be cracked in seconds? Indeed, a large part of the sad stories of someone having 

their account broken are due to passwords that are easy to create and remember. Also, doubling your email 

password for other services you use (your Facebook account, your cloud storage account) is a real trap because of 

all the login and password details forgotten is still in your email.  

 

Here's an effective way to generate a secure password: Choose a random word (preferably long) - for example, 

―cloud‖.  

 

Now, let's say you sign up for Gmail. What you need to do is add a word "Gmail" to the word you selected. So 

your password for Gmail will be "CloudGmail". For example, if you sign up for Skype, your password will be 

―CloudSkype‖. So you only remember the word "main" and your password structure. To make it even more 

powerful, you can add a number before the name of the service, for example your date of birth. In this case your 

password will be something like "Cloud12111975Skype" etc.  

 

You can invent any other way to remember your password, whatever you like. But the main thing has not 

changed - such a method is really simple and effective.  

 

D. An encrypted cloud service. 

 

Encryption is, so far, the great manner you could shield your facts. Generally encryption works as 

follows: You have a document you need to transport to a cloud, you operate sure software program with that you 

create a password for that document, you pass that password- covered document to the cloud and no person is 

ever capable of see the content material of the document now no longer understanding the password. 

 

The maximum smooth and on hand manner is to zip documents and encrypt them with a password. To that stop 

you could use B1 Free Archiver — a loose multi platform compression tool. When growing the archive test the  

―Protect with a password‖ option, kind with inside the password (preserving in thoughts the no. three rule) and 

handiest after that you could pass it to the cloud. If you need to percentage it with a person simply deliver the 

password to that person. Note that B1 Free Archiver zips documentshandiest in B1 layout which makes the 

general safety of your information greater reliable. 

 

The handiest software program that opens B1 documents is B1 Free Archiver, consequently you won‘t be capable 

of open any B1 archive, even one which isn‘t password- covered, with out this utility. B1 encrypted records look 

like greater secure and stable than the standard zip documents. 

 

In case you've got got greater time and electricity or need to offer a good better degree of safety to your documents 

you could use True-crypt encryption software program. It‘s an open supply encryption application with which you 

could create an encrypted document (the so called ―digital disk‖) and hold all your personal documents covered 

with a password. 

 

True-crypt is a chunk more difficult to apply than B1 Free Archiver, however it offers you the selection of 

encryption algorithms (further to AES it additionally gives Serpent, Two fish, etc) a number of which supply a 

better degree of reliability. But on the equal time it additionally has its downside compared to encrypted zip 

documents. 

 

In True-crypt you preset a specific quantity of your encrypted document from the very starting so lots of area can 

be wasted earlier than you fill it with facts. The length of an encrypted zip document relies upon handiest at the 

facts quantity contained in it. 
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IV.STATISTICS  

With an overwhelming share of 94.44%, Google Drive is by far the most widely used cloud storage service in the 

world. This is followed by Dropbox, the best cloud storage for collaboration, with a still impressive 66.2%, 

followed by One Drive (39.35%) and i cloud (38.89%). MEGA (5.09%), Box (4.17%) and p cloud (1.39%), all of 

which feature on our list of best cloud storage services, also used widely. 

CLOUD SERVICE USEAGE IN (%) 

Google Drive 94 % 

Drop Box 62 % 

One Drive 39 % 

I Cloud 38 % 

MEGA 5 % 

Box 4 % 

P Cloud 1.3 % 

A. Cloud Attacks:  

 

In the past 18 months, 79% of organizations experienced at least one cloud data breach; Even 

morealarming, 43% reported 10 or more violations during this time period. 

Although 92% of businesses now host at least part of their IT environment in the cloud, this means that 

the vast majority of all businesses today have experienced a breach. 

 

B. Statistics of cloud challenges:  

➢ Controlling cloud costs (40%) 

➢ Data privacy and security challenges (38%) 

➢ Securing/protecting cloud resources (31%) 

➢ Governance/compliance (30%) 

➢ Lack of cloud security skills/expertise (30%) 
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V.CONCLUSION  

In a nutshell, cloud computing is a recent new technological development that has the potential to have a major 

impact on the world. It has a lot of advantages that it brings to users and businesses. For example, some of the 

benefits it offers businesses are that it reduces operating costs by spending less on software maintenance and 

upgrades and focusing more on the businesses themselves. But there are other challenges that cloud computing 

must overcome. People are very skeptical about the security and privacy of their data. There is no standard or 

regulation in the world that provides data through cloud computing. Europe has data protection laws, but the 

United States, being one of the most technologically advanced countries, has no data protection laws. Users are 

also worried about who might leak their data and who owns their data. But once there are worldwide standards 

and regulations, cloud computing will revolutionize the future.  
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